MEMO

Sub:- Allowing of Ph.D scholars admitted up to January 2014 to submit synopsis of Ph.D thesis as per provision of Rule 7.13 (a) of Ph.D Rule 2012 issued on 09/07/2012.

The National Institute of Technology, Agartala finalized its Ph.D Rule after detailed discussion and notified it on 09/07/2012 as per approval of SENATE. The Rule provided that in order to be eligible for submission of synopsis of Ph.D thesis a Ph.D scholar must have at least 2-papers published/accepted for publication in refereed journals of repute and of international standared. Subsequently this Institute got its Ph.D Rule modified making publication of research papers in SCI journals mandatory in 13th and 14th meetings of SENATE.

The matter was reviewed at the appropriate level in the institute in view of the requests from students, who were enrolled up to January 2014. It has been decided to extend one time relaxation without any precedence to all the Ph.D scholars who have taken admission up to January, 2014 to submit their thesis, having the requirement of at least 2(two) papers published / accepted for publication in refereed journals of repute and of international standared. The Ph.D scholars shall however be required to submit synopsis of **Ph.D thesis as well as Ph.D thesis with in 8(eight) months from the date of issue of this memo.** If any Ph.D scholar fails to submit the synopsis and Ph.D thesis within the period given above his/her synopsis / Ph.D thesis shall not be entertained under this one time relaxation clause but the recent rules in vogue will be applicable.

(Dr. A. K. Das)
Dean(Academic)

Copy to:-
1. P.S to the Director for kind information of the director.
2. Registrar, NIT, Agartala for kind information.
3. All Heads of the Departments for kind information and taking necessary action.
4. All Dean(s) for kind information and taking necessary action.
5. System administrator, for kind information with a request to upload the same in the Institute website.

Dean(Academic)